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Dear colleagues and other interested parties,  
 
When you review the budget requests for my bureaus, you will see that we are asking for 
what may seem like a lot of money. Two items alone – PBOT’s request for $1 million in 
safety improvements to dangerous intersections, and PBEM’s request for $2.9 million to 
begin turning the Sears facility into a usable west side emergency operations center – 
would eat up a large percentage of the ‘new money’ the City is looking at this next fiscal 
year.  
 
One way of looking at these requests, I realize, would be “we only have $9 million in 
new money to work with and Novick’s asking for more than his share.” I hope to 
persuade you to look at it another way. I am asking that the City reprioritize a small 
fraction of its massive public safety budget to focus on what should be major public 
safety priorities.  
 
The single biggest threat to public safety in Portland is the prospect of a massive 
earthquake. PBEM is the bureau with the primary responsibility for planning for the City 
to survive that earthquake. Last year, PBEM’s share of the General Fund public safety 
budget of $256 million was less than 0.8%. If all of PBEM’s requests are granted this 
year, PBEM’s share will still be less than 2% of the current year’s General Fund public 
safety budget - and, of course, we expect the 2014-15 General Fund budget to be slightly 
larger. (Technically, actually, the west side emergency operations center money would be 
housed at OMF, but it is a PBEM request). 
 
PBEM’s principal ‘ask’ is to install a fueling station at the Sears facility. This is a critical 
first step in ensuring that we have emergency response capacity on the west side. 
Currently, the only city-owned fueling station on the west side is the basement garage at 
SW First/SW Jefferson. The garage is not seismically sound. Especially given that many 
of the Willamette River bridges may not be usable after an earthquake, and that our fuel 
supply may be interrupted, it is critical that we have a fueling station so that emergency 
vehicles can continue essential services, clear debris from emergency transportation 
routes and restore critical infrastructure lifelines.  
 
PBOT’s public safety ‘ask’ is for $1 million for safety improvements, such as flashing 
beacons, at dangerous intersections. Last year 35 people died in traffic incidents in 
Portland – more than double the number of homicide victims (16). As PBOT’s funding 
has become more constrained, our budget for safety projects has been minimized. By 
next year, we hope to have a new funding mechanism to help pay for safety 
improvements and other transportation priorities. But this year, we ask that less than 
0.5% of the General Fund be allocated to this public safety priority.  
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When I speak of “reprioritizing” the public safety budget, I realize that I am implying that 
we could redirect some of our current public safety spending to these priorities. And I 
believe that is the case: 
 

• This year, we are spending $860,000 on the mounted patrol. The mounted patrol 
is largely ornamental. The primary justification for the unit, as I understand it, is 
‘crowd control.’ But marauding crowds have not seemed to be a major source of 
crime in Portland for quite some time.  Moreover, although the mounted patrol 
has an energetic band of passionate advocates, it does not have the strong support 
of a majority of Portlanders. In a SurveyUSA poll last March for KATU, which 
identified seven programs and asked if they should be cut to address the City’s 
deficit, the mounted patrol was the only program where a majority supported a cut 
(52% support, 38% oppose). The mounted patrol was less popular than decorative 
fountains or the Buckman Pool.  

 
• This year, we are spending $3.9 million on the Drugs and Vice Division. It is my 

understanding that the Division does not focus on open-air drug markets that are a 
threat to community livability, but on pursuing ‘mid and high level drug dealers.’ 
In other words, the Division is engaged in the failed national 40-year effort to 
interrupt the supply of drugs. When noted criminologist Mark Kleiman visited us 
last year, I asked him about this issue. He said that although we might officially 
retain the existence of a drugs unit to avoid sending a signal that Portland is ‘open 
to drug dealers,’ he agreed that interrupting the supply of drugs is generally a lost 
cause and that we should not waste too much money in that effort.  

 
• According to HR, the Police Bureau has over 30 command staff who supervise 3 

people or fewer. This fact seems to support the PPA’s long-held belief that the 
Bureau is top-heavy.  

 
I recognize that I am suggesting that we eliminate jobs, which will have a grim 
impact on the families of the employees in question. But the prospect of leaving the 
entire west side without the resources to respond to an earthquake or other disaster, 
and of more avoidable traffic deaths throughout the City, is even grimmer.  

 
To summarize: I am asking the City to allocate less than 2% of its public safety 
budget for increased spending on major public safety priorities. I believe that some of 
both our ‘new’ money and ‘old’ money should responsibly be used for that purpose.  

 
 
 
 


